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Introduction 
Let L be a complete lattice and let tfo(L) denote the complete lattice 
formed by all closure operators definable over L. 
In (2], it was stated that tfo(L) is isomorphic to a non-trivial cardinal 
product of two complete lattices, tfo(L) ~ MN, if and only if there is 
some element c in L, satisfying the following conditions: 
-OL<c<uL, where OL and uL denote, respectively, the first element 
and the last· element of L; 
- c is comparable with every element of L. 
If there is some element c in L satisfying these conditions, then, as it 
was proved, one has 
where L1 is the closed interval [OL, c] and~ is the closed interval (c, uL]· 
Nevertheless, from tfo(L) ~ MN, it does not result that M and N be 
the lattices of closure operators of some closed intervals in L. 
Thus, let L be the ordinal sum 2 EB 22 EB 2 EB 22 EB 2, where 2 means 
a chain with 2 elements and 22 means a Boolean algebra with four elements. 
Then, it is easy to see that one may write tfo(L) ~ MN, where M is a 
Boolean algebra with sixty four elements, M ~ 26, and N ~ 282, S being 
a semimodular non-modular lattice with seven elements. This means 
that M is the lattice of closure operators of a chain with seven elements 
and N is the lattice of closure operators of the lattice 22 EB 22 and so 
none of the lattices M and N is the lattice of closure operators of some 
closed interval in L. 
In this note, we show that, if tfo(L) ~ MN, then M and N are isomorphic 
to the lattices of closure operators of certain complete lattices and, 
furthermore, there is a lattice L', containing closed intervals L1 and L2, 
such that 
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§ l. 
Let h: rfo(L)-+ MN be an isomorphism. If L11 and L12 are the closure 
operators of L such that 
h(L1I)=(OM, UN) and h(L12)=(UM, ON), 
then .11 and .12 are central elements ((1], p. 27) of rfo(L) and one has 
Lh A L12=eL and LJ1 V L12=WL 
where eLand WL are, respectively, the first element and the last element 
of rfo(L), that is to say, 
eL(X)=X and WL(X)=UL 
for every x E L. 
It is easy to see that, if x E L- {uL}, then one has 
(l.l) L11(x)=x, if and only if L12(x)>x. 
Indeed, it is known ([4], lemma) that, if q; E rfo(L), then 
(1.2) (q; A LJ1) V (q; A LJ2) =q;= (q; V LJ1) A (q; V LJ2). 
Let us denote by q; the closure operator of L, defined by the following 
conditions: 
One cannot have 
q;(z)=x, if z<;x 
rp(z) = UL, if Z 4:; X. 
L11(x)>x and L12(x)>x, 
since, otherwise, one would have 
and hence 
ffJ V L11=WL=ffJ V LJ2, 
in vue of the fact that q; is a dual atom of rfo(L); but this implies 
(q; V LJ1) A (q; V LJ2)=WL>ffJ 
contradicting (1.2). 
On the other hand, one cannot have 
since, otherwise, one would have L11<q; and L12<;q;, i.e., WL<q;, hence 
X=UL, contradicting the hypothesis that x E L- [uL}· 
Since x<;L11(x) and x<;L12(x), one concludes that (l.l) holds. 
§ 2. 
Let L1 be the set of all elements in L which are closed under .11 and L2 
be the set of all elements in L which are closed under .1 2• It is well known 
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that L1 and L 2 are complete lattices, relatively to the partial order induced 
by the partial order in L. 
From (1.1), it follows that 
L1 u L2=L and L1 n L2={uL}. 
Let ({! E cfo(L). If one sets 
((!1=((! v Ll1 and ((!2=((! v Ll2, 
then, since Ll 2 is the (unique) complement of Llr, one has 
((!1/\ ((!2=((! and ((!1 v ((!2=WL 
Let ((!1' be the restriction of ((!1 to L1 and let ((!2' be the restriction of 
({!2 to L2; it is immediate that ({!1 1 E cp(L1) and ({!2 1 E cp(L2). 
Then, by setting 
/(((!)=(((!1 1 , ((!2'), 
one gets a mapping f: cp(L) __,.. cfo(L!)cp(L2)· 
We are going to see that f is an isomorphism. 
Let us suppose that (81, 82) E cfo(L1)cfo(L2) and let us consider the composed 
mappings 81 o Ll1 and 82 o Ll2, from L into L. It is easy to see that 81 o Ll1 
and 82 o Ll 2 are closure operators of L, that is to say, one has for each 
i E {1, 2}, 
(1) x < (8i o Lli)(x) for every x E L, 
(2) if x <;y, then (8i o Lli)(x) < (8i o Lli)(y), 
(3) (8i o Lli)((8i o Lli)(x)) = (8i o Lli)(x) for every x E L. 
Indeed: 
(1) One has x<;Lit(x); since Llt(X) E Lt and 8i E cp(Li), it follows 
x<;8t(Lii(x)) = (8i o Lli)(x). 
(2) If x<;y, then Lli(x)<Lii(Y) and, since Lli(x) and Lli(Y) belong to 
cp(Li), one has 
(8i o Lli)(x) = 8i(Lii(x)) < 8i(Lii(y)) = (8i o Llt)(y). 
(3) Since 8i(Lit(x)) is in Lt and, therefore, it is closed under Lli, one has 
(8t o Ll i)( (8i o Lli)(x)) = 8i(LI t(8i(LI i(x)))) = 8i(8i(LI i(x))) = 8i(LI i(x)) = (8i o Lli)(x), 
as it was to be proved. 
Now, let us consider the closure operator of L, defined by 
and let us see that 
In fact, one has 
((!1 = ({! v Lll = ((81 0 Lll) 1\ (82 0 Ll2)) v Lll = ((81 0 Lll) v Lll) 1\ ((82 0 Ll2) v Lll), 
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because Lh is a central element of f(L) and so Ll1 is a sup-distributive, 
element of f(L). 
Since fh 0 Lll > Lll, one has (el 0 Lll) v Lll = el 0 Lll and, since Lll v ,12 = WL, 
one has (el o L11) v L12 = W£. 
From this, it follows 
Analogously, one sees that 
q;2=q; v Ll2=e2 o L12. 
It is immediate that the restriction of (/Ji to Li is ei, with i E {1, 2} and, 
consequently, f(q;) = (ei, e2), i.e., f is onto. 
In order to conclude that f is an isomorphism, it is sufficient to prove 
that, if q;, 1p E f(L), then one has 
q;<:,1p, if and only if f(q;)<f(1p). 
If q;<:.1p, then, for each i E {1, 2}, one has 
(/Ji=(/J v Llt<'l/) v L1t=1pt, 
hence 
and, consequently, 
(2.1) 
Conversely, let us assume that (2.1) holds. This means that 
'l/)1i(x) =X implies q;'i(x) =X 
for each i E {1, 2}. 
Let 1p1(z)=z EL; then (1p v L11)(z)=z, hence 
1p(z) = z = Ll1(z). 
This means that zEL1 and, since 1p(z)=z, one has 1p1'(z)=z, hence 
'Tl'(z)=z and, therefore, q;1(z)=z, i.e., (/)1<'1/)1· 
Analogously, one shows that (/)2 < '1/)2· 
From this, it follows 
(/J == (/)1 II (/)2 < '1/)1 II '1/)2 = '1/), 
which completes the proof that f is an isomorphism. 
Consequently, one can state the following 
Theorem 1. If L is a complete lattice and f(L) ~ MN, then f(L) 
is isomorphic to the cardinal product of the lattices of closure operators of 
t~eo suitable complete lattices. 
§ 3. 
Now, we are going to improve the theorem above, by stating that 
4>(L1) ~ M and 4>(L2) ~ N, 
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where Lt, i E {1, 2}, is the complete lattice formed by the elements of L 
which are closed under L1t. 
Indeed, let g: cp(L1)-+ cp(L) be the mapping defined by 
g(()) = () 0 L11. 
The mapping g is an injective homomorphism. 
In fact, let 
If ()*(x) =X, then 
that is to say, ()<:,()*; analogously one has()*<:,() and from this it follows 
that g is an injective mapping. 
Moreover, one has 
(3.1) 
(3.2) 
for every (), ()' E cp(L1). 
g(() v ()') = g(()) v g(()') 
g(() A()')= g(()) A g(()') 
Indeed, let us assume that 
that is to say, 
(() o L11)(x) =x= (()' o L11)(x). 
Hence, L11(x)=x, i.e., x EL1, and, moreover, O(x)=x=()'(x), meaning 
that 
X=(() v ()')(x) = (() v ()') (L11(x}} = ((() v ()') o L11)(x), 
hence 
Conversely, if 
((() v ()') o L11)(x) =X, 
then 
This means that x E L1 and(() v (:)')(x)=x, that is to say, ()(x)=x=O'(x), 
hence ()(L11(x)) =X=()'(L11(x)) and so 
((() 0 L11) V (()' 0 L11))(x) =X, 
and, consequently, 
(() 0 L11) v (()' 0 L11) < (() v ()') 0 L11, 
which completes the proof of (3.1). 
Now, let us assume that 
((()A()') 0 L1I}(x)=X. 
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Then L11(x)=x E L 1 and, therefore, 
x=O(x) A O'(x) =O(Lh(x)) A O'(Lh(x)) = 
= (0 0 Lh)(x) A (0' 0 Lh) (x) = ((0 0 Lh) A (0' 0 Lh)} (x), 
henoe 
(0 0 Lh) A (0' 0 Lit)<; (0 A 0') 0 L11. 
On the other hand, if 
then 
that is to say, L11(x) =X E L1 and, from this, it follows 
X=L11(X) = (0 A 0') (x) = ((0 A 0') 0 L11)(x). 
Hence 
(0 A 0') 0 L11 <; (0 0 L11) A (0' 0 L11), 
which completes the proof of {3.2). 
Consequently, g is an injective homomorphism. 
Now, let us consider the mapping k: MN ~ N, defined by 
k((m, n)) =m. 
It is immediate that k is a surjective homomorphism and the restriction 
of k to the sublattice MR of MN, where R={uN}, is an isomorphism. 
From this, it follows that the mapping 
k o h o g: r/>(LI) ~ M 
is an isomorphism, because 
that is to say, 
(ho g)(O)=(m, n) implies n=uN. 
By a similar way, one shows that rf>(L2)c:::N. 
In short, the following holds: 
Theorem 2. If Lis a complete lattice and rf>(L) c::: MN, then M and N 
are (up to isomorphisms) the lattices of closure operators of suitable complete 
lattices. 
§ 4. 
It is known that L1 and Lz are complete lattices, but, in general, L1 
and Lz are not sublattices of L. The infimum of any family of elements of 
L1 for each i E {1, 2}, coincides with the infimum calculated in L, but, 
in general, the supremum of two elements of Lt does not coincide with 
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the supremum calculated in L, because the supremum, calculated in L, 
of two elements closed under L1 1, need not be closed under L1,. 
Let us state the following 
Theorem 3. If L is a complete lattice and cf>(L) ~ MN, then there 
is a complete lattice L' containing closed intervals L1' and L2' such that 
Proof. The theorem is obvious, if the cardinal product MN is trivial, 
i.e., if the lattice M or the lattice N contains only one element. Then, 
it will be supposed that the cardinal product is non-trivial. 
This means that there is some element c in L such that OL<C<UL 
and c is comparable with every element of L([2], theorem). 
One has clearly either L11(c)=c or L12(c)=c. 
Let us suppose that L1 2(c) =c. The element c is the infimum of L2. Thus, 
if x<c, then L11(x)=x; nevertheless, it may arrive that one have L11(x)=x 
for some x>c. 
Let us consider the ordinal sum 
It is immediate that L' is a complete lattice and we are going to show 
that cp(L') ~ cp(L), i.e., we are going to show that there is some quasi-
isomorphism between L and L' ([5], theorem 9). 
Let q: L'-+ L be the mapping defined as it follows: for each x E L', q(x) 
is the element x, considered as an element of L. 
It is easy to see that q is a quasi-isomorphism. 
Indeed, q is a bijection of L' into L and, moreover ([5], p. 19), 
(i) the image of the last element of L' is the last element of L; 
(ii) q(!\x,) = !\ q(xt) and q-1(/\ Yi) = !\ q-l(yJ), where {x,hEl and 
tEl iEl' iEJ iEJ' 
{Y;};eJ are non-void families of elements of L' and of L, respectively, 
and I' and J' are some non-void subsets of I and of J, respectively. 
It is obvious that (i) holds. 
Let {x1hE 1 be a non-void family of elements of L'. It may be supposed 
that the last element of L' does not belong to that family. Then, let I1 
be the subset of I such that i E I1 if and only if L11(x,) =Xt and let I2=I -h. 
One has 
!\ x, = !\ x,, if h is non-void, 
tEl i El, 
!\ x= !\ x,, if I1 is void. 
iEl iEl0 
Consequently, if I1 is non-void, then 
q(!\ Xt)=q( !\ Xt)= !\Xi=!\ q(xi) 
iEl iEl1 i El1 iEl1 
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and, if h is void, then 
q( 1\xt) = q( 1\ Xt) = 1\ Xi= 1\ q(xt). 
i£1 iEI1 iEI1 \EI1 
Now, let {Y;};EJ be a non-void family of elements of L. It may be supposed 
that the last element of L does not belong to that family. Let J1 be the 
subset of J such that j EJ if and only Lh(y1)=YJ and let J2=J -J1. 
It is clear that, if 1\ Yi E L1 (considered as a subset of L), then J1 is 
iEJ 
non-void and, if one has 1\ Yi E L2 (considered as a subset of L), then J2 
is non-void. iEJ 
Consequently, if 1\ Yi E L1, one has 
iEJ, 
and, if 1\ Yi E L2, then one has 
iEJ 
proving that q is a quasi-isomorphism and so cp(L') ~ cp(L). 
Moreover, if one denotes by L1' the ordinal sum (L1- {uL}) EB c and 
by L2' the set L2, L1' and L2' being partially ordered by the relation 
induced by the partial order in L', one sees that L1' and L 2' are closed 
intervals in L' and cp(L1') ~ cp(L1) and cp(L2') ~ cp(L2), which completes 
the proof of theorem 3. 
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